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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter presents the summary which is the resume 

of the main points that have been discussed in the previ-

ous chapters and some suggestions that might be useful 

for the people who deal with Sociolinguistics, especially 

the ones who are doing some reserch on swear words. 

5.1 Summary 

This study examine the use of swear words by the 

writer's brother and his friends in having a conver-

sat ion. This study tries to describe what the main 

factors are that motivate the writer's brother and his 

friends to use swear words in having a conversation and 

what words are usually employed by the writer's bro~her 

and his friends as swear words. Both of those questions 

are answered based on the theories of Sociolinguistics 

covering speech acts, style of speech, power and solidar

ity, taboo words and swear words. 

To gain the data needed for her study, the writer 

uses a tape recorded CSanyo) and a diary. By using those 

instruments, the writer has marked down four conversa

tions recorded in real conversations. The gained data 

then are transcribed and analyzed under the g1ven 

parameters <such as participants, setting and scene, 
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topic, the way they do the conversations and intonation). 

As a result the writer finds out that: 

I. The swear words that are mostly employed by the 

writer's brother and his friends i r1 having a 

conversation are cuk from diancuk, gendeng, udelmu, 

gathel, Jangkrik and then followed by edan. 

II. The main reasons for the writer's brother and his 

friends to use swear words in having a conversation 

are: 

1. The participants are male 

2. They are close friends 

3. The topics are easy ones 

4. The setting is at home <informal situation) 

5. The speaker and the addressee want to make their 

conversation go on intimately and casually 

6. The speaker and the addressee want to show that 

they have strong solidarity 

7. The speaker wants to express his annoyance 

8. The speaker wants to express his amazement 

9. The speaker wants to express his disagreement 

10. The speaker wants to express his surprised 

11. To release speaker's emotion 

5.2 Suggestion 

The writer indeed realizes that her study lS far 

from perfect. There are likely several shortcomings 1n 
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terms of its scope, instruments the procedures of analyz

ing the data and many others. Hence, it is suggested that 

future researcher will do better study than the writer 

and do prospective studies on swear words with more 

sophisticated instruments and procedures of analyzing the 

data. 

Besides, we all know that swear words often stun 

and offend many people. However, after analyzing the 

swear words uttered by the writer's brother and his 

friends, the writer hopes that people will not have 

negative prejudices in hearing swear words. 
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